The influence of hydrogen bonds on electron transfer rate in photosynthetic RCs.
Hydrogen bonds formed between photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) and their cofactors were shown to affect the efficacy of electron transfer. The mechanism of such influence is determined by sensitivity of hydrogen bonds to electron density rearrangements, which alter hydrogen bonds potential energy surface. Quantum chemistry calculations were carried out on a system consisting of a primary quinone Q(A), non-heme Fe(2+) ion and neighboring residues(.) The primary quinone forms two hydrogen bonds with its environment, one of which was shown to be highly sensitive to the Q(A) state. In the case of the reduced primary quinone two stable hydrogen bond proton positions were shown to exist on [Q(A)-His(M219)] hydrogen bond line, while there is only one stable proton position in the case of the oxidized primary quinone. Taking into account this fact and also the ability of proton to transfer between potential energy wells along a hydrogen bond, theoretical study of temperature dependence of hydrogen bond polarization was carried out. Current theory was successfully applied to interpret dark P(+)/Q(A)(-) recombination rate temperature dependence.